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CEO’s message
Dear Colleagues
As we approach the end of

feel as normal as possible.

in the Agora schools have

have been part of an

this long, challenging

One of the ways you have

been above the national

amazing Agora wide team

autumn term I am sure I

all managed this is the

average this term, which is

that does so much for the

speak for each and every

amazing manner in which

evidence of how much

children in our schools. I

one of us in saying we have

you have embraced and

children want to come to

would also like to say how

certainly had a year that we

harnessed technology, not

school and enjoy being

delighted I am that Mrs

will never be able to forget.

only to ensure children

there, thanks to you all.

Rebecca Daulman will be

All of you have faced

have access to remote

challenges this year that we

learning but also to ensure

The ongoing circumstances

I know you will all enjoy

could never have

that you could literally

of the pandemic and the

working with Rebecca very

predicted. The ways in

‘keep the show on the road’

essential risk assessments

much and that her

which you have risen to the

by filming events such as

that schools have in place,

knowledge and experience

challenges is nothing short

Harvest and Christmas

have meant there were

will be of huge benefit to

of remarkable, so I want to

performances and sharing

fewer opportunities to

the Partnership going

say a huge thank you to

them with parents.

interact with each other

forward.

each and every one of you

the new CEO from January.

this term. I therefore hope
I hope you are all able to

I think you should all be

that this newsletter helps us

very proud of the way in

not only to share and

have a well-deserved rest

which your hard work has

celebrate all the exciting

over the Christmas break

been instrumental in

learning opportunities and

and even though the festive

supporting children and

enrichment activities that

season is very different this

families to cope in these

have taken place for

year, I hope that you will

unprecedented

children but also that it

enjoy it. I would also like to

I know that life has been

circumstances. You have

helps you feel a little more

say please, please take care,

anything but normal since

made sure that school is a

connected with all of the

look after yourselves and be

March 2020 but I also

welcoming, safe and happy

Agora schools.

sure to follow all the advice

know how resilient,

place for the children, not

creative and determined

only so that they can learn

As I am leaving the CEO

government and health

you have all been to help

but also so that they can

role at the end of this term,

officials.

the children and their

have the social experiences

I would just like to say I feel

families and in this term in

within their ‘bubble’ that are

enormously privileged to

With my thanks and very

so important for them.

have had the opportunity to

best wishes

Overall attendance figures

work with you all and to

for all that you have done
and that you continue to
do for the children in the
Agora family of schools, as
well as for each school’s
community.

particular, all you have
done to make school life

we are being given by the

Lynne
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Waterside Academy
Waterside Academy may

At Waterside, we ensure

worked hard to design

well be a small primary

that the children who

and deliver sequences of

school but we certainly

attend our school, are

lessons that ensure

have a big heart.

kept safe and learn

children leave our

happily, succeeding both

school with the skills and

academically as well as

the knowledge they

socially. We intend for

need to be successful at

our pupils to enjoy a

secondary school, as

really engaging and

well as having had

broad curriculum that is

culturally rich

full of knowledge and

experiences. We deliver

skills - all within our

learning that helps

local context, here in

children to understand

central Hertfordshire in

the world around them,

Welwyn Garden City.

both here in Welwyn

Waterside Academy

We are incredibly proud

Rowans

to be a central part of

Welwyn Garden City

the Agora Learning

AL7 1NZ

Partnership and enjoy
working collaboratively

Headteacher:

with other schools,

Toby Mills-Bishop

within the trust, to better
the experiences and

www.waterside.herts.sch.uk

outcomes of pupils
across our nine schools.

@WatersideAcade1

Today's learning for
tomorrow's world!

Garden City but also
Since joining the trust in

within the wider world

early 2018, we have

too.

Today's learning for tomorrow's world!
We are passionate about

were trained in

measures. Furthermore,

reading and enhancing

enhanced assessment

we are working hard to

the future opportunities

for learning techniques.

recover lost learning,

that our young learners

This means our teachers

caused by the closure

will have in life and

are now very well-

period, so that we find

believe these all start

placed to be able to

our way back to our

with a well-designed

both spot and then

originally intended

curriculum. We have

respond to gaps in

curriculum as quickly as

worked hard to re-build

learning, potentially

possible whilst keeping

our offering so that we

caused by the Covid-19

everyone safe. However,

have progression and

nationwide school

it is important to

challenge at every step.

closures this year.

recognise and celebrate
other (wider) work the

Much of the work of the
Autumn 2020 started

last 10 months has been

with an inset (teacher

around Covid-19

training) day where staff

responses and safety

school has completed
and the broader reforms
that have happened.

Agora Learning Partnership
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Waterside Academy (cont.)
We are really pleased to

support planning and

finally see iCompute

assessment within both

lessons, within

history and geography

computing, being taught

and closely monitor the

across the whole

impact of our work.

school—this completes

Pupils report to us just

our first massive round of

how much they enjoy

curriculum regeneration.

their lessons and this

We hope the children

helps to further enhance

enjoy learning about

outcomes all the more.

coding and new
technologies as well as esafety in a more
enhanced, interactive and
progressive way. Likewise,
our PSHE curriculum is
getting back-on-track as
we continue to teach the

The children really do

Jigsaw mindfulness

enjoy their immersive

approach for PSHE; this

learning opportunities;

half-term we are studying

when visiting the school

the puzzle piece

site, please do ask our

‘Celebrating Difference’

pupils about their wider-

which includes important

curriculum learning. We

anti-bullying work.

look forward to seeing
our friends, from our
trust schools, as soon as

Additionally, I know just

it is safe enough. Stay

how successful many of

well.

our humanitiesorientated topics have
been this term. We use
Collins Education to

Work together, learn together, succeed together
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Alban Wood Primary School & Nursery
In October 2020 the

The children discovered

friends. We compared skin

children have been learning

that there are no cars to go

colour, hair colour and

about Black History. In this

to the shops in her village.

gender.

newsletter we’ll share some

The children looked at the

of their work and learning.

house and how different it

What was so lovely to see

was from theirs. They then

when doing this topic was

compared how their homes

seeing the children realise

Nursery

Alban Wood Primary
School and Nursery
The Brow
Watford
WD25 7NX

are different to each other

no matter your differences

In Nursery we have been

and some live in flats and

or skin colour, we are all

exploring how we are all

some houses and they all

the same and amazing!

different we have looked

looked different but are

out our features and hair

built with bricks.

We have been exploring the
book “Handa’s surprise”.

Executive Headteacher:
Paul Sutton
Head of School:
Hazel Pinder

We value: Respect,
Kindness, Ambition

As part of Black History
Month, Year 1 began by

This term Reception has

looking at 'The Girls' by

been looking at the topic

Lauren Ace and Jenny

life is different from ours.

"All about me". In relation to

Loulie; we discussed how

We looked where Handa

Black History month, we

the girls were different in

will get her food from and

looked at differences

terms of looks but also with

how it is different from us.

between ourselves and our

their achievements in life.

Black history
We then thought about

Rosa Parkes and Mary

looked at past and present

what we would like to

Seacole.

sports personalities and the
role they play in the black

achieve in our lives. At the
end of our first lesson one
child summarised: "We are
all different, but we are all
special". Then we heard

Virtual tour:

Reception

We discussed how Handa’s

albanwood.herts.sch.uk

@albanwoodschool

Year 1

and skin colour.

about some of the present

https://albanwood.herts.sc

day famous black women

h.uk/parents/admissions/

and men including a chef, a
musician, a director, a
ballerina and several
Olympians; we included
Anthony Joshua - one of
our house names! We
ended by looking at Martin
Luther King, beginning to
think about how life might
have been different in the
past. We will continue
learning about significant
people in history during our
summer topic including

Year 2
Year 2 have been looking at
lots of different things as
part of Black History Month;
we were extremely shocked
to find that people have

lives matter movement,
including the fantastic work
of Marcus Rashford to
highlight the influential role
he is having currently.

Year 3

historically been treated
differently purely because

For black history month in

of the colour of their skin

year 3, we researched

and we all agreed that this

significant black people of

was wrong and should not

the past and present using

happen. We learnt about

the chrome books to find

Rosa Parks and how she

out why they are

became known as the

significant, what they have

mother of the civil rights

contributed to our world

movement by (among other

today and the struggles

things) refusing to give up

they faced to achieve what

her seat on a bus for a

they have.

white person. We have also

Agora Learning Partnership
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Alban Wood Primary School & Nursery
(cont.)
We then created a 'fact file'

Year 4

on these people to share

famous! We then learnt
about Empire Windrush and

our knowledge with others.

Year 4 have been making

the children put themselves

After discussing the

links to black history in

in the shoes of those first

struggles that black people

many areas of our learning.

passengers to write letters

face today, we realised that

We began by using a

home telling their families

black people have limited

newspaper article in our

about the journey and what

representation in books and

guided reading sessions to

life was like for black

movies so we focused our

find out why we celebrate

people on their arrival in

guided reading on 'Hair

Black History Month. As

Britain. We were so pleased

Love' a book that has a

part of our electricity topic

with the well thought-out

black family as the main

we investigated the

responses of many of the

characters. We first made

invention of the lightbulb

children to the difficulties

predictions about the book

and the significance of a

those migrants faced and

before reading and

black inventor, Lewis

the mature discussions we

discussing it. We then

Latimer, in creating the

have been having about

watched the film and made

safer, cheaper lightbulb that

racism and discrimination.

comparisons between the

is still in use today. We

book and the film.

think Latimer was as
important as Thomas
Edison and should be more

Black history
Year 5

We also discussed how

personality, rather than

there is a difference

their skin or race.

Year 5 Rowan have been

between nationality and

discussing Black History

racial/genetic heritage. We

Month and why this is

discovered that some

something that is

children in the class have

important.

some fascinating heritage
with parents or

Year 6
Our Black History Month
focus in Year 6 was what
we need to learn from the
experiences of the past. We

They have learned (through

grandparents from Nepal,

part of our Romans topic)

Nigeria, Kenya, India,

that the Romans had slaves,

Pakistan and Mauritius!

were interested in and

Africans. This came as a

The class were fascinated

focusing on the hardships

surprise to some of them as

to note the differences in

they endured but also the

they did not previously

their skin tones and

great successes that they

know that 'slavery' existed

colours, and they all

were able to achieve. We

that far back in history. The

expressed some

then took on their persona

children have done some

fantastically accepting

and wrote letters to future

research about Black

views about racial

generations, telling our

scientists which they have

differences and how we

stories and sharing our

written up as fact files.

should always judge people

hopes for the future.

some of whom were black

by their behaviour and

Work together, learn together, succeed together
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researched their lives,
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Meryfield Community Primary School
This term has been very

network have seen a huge

different and like everyone

surge as more and more

we have had many

people find themselves

challenges. Despite all of

unable to afford essentials.

these we are very proud of

The Foodbank has

the way all our staff and

supported a number of our

children have adapted and

families during lockdown

worked together to keep

providing emergency food

everybody happy and as

supplies. Due to this, all the

safe as we can. We have

staff at Meryfield were very

had a number of supportive

keen to help by donating

messages from

food supplies for the

Borehamwood

parents/carers telling us

Harvest Festival and giving

WD6 4PA

how happy their children

parents/carers the

are to be back at school

opportunity to get involved.

with their friends and

This was a huge success

teachers. Even though we

and The Foodbank were

have been slightly quieter

overwhelmed by the

than usual with some

generosity of our school

events having to be

and community.

Meryfield Community
Primary School
Theobald Street

Headteacher:
Alex Gage (Mrs)
www.meryfield.herts.sch.uk

cancelled, we have still
Believe and Achieve

been able to keep ourselves
busy.

Remote learning
We spent some time at the
beginning of term setting
up Google Classroom, so if
we were to go into a
local/national lockdown or

Book Character Dress
up Day

schools/bubbles closed our
home learning would

As a school we organised a

become interactive and

fundraising event to replace

similar to learning in a

lost and damaged books

classroom. This has been a

from the Lockdown and

very innovative move for

what a fun day it was for

the school and the

everyone, there was a real

feedback from parents has

buzz about the day. The

been very positive and

children looked amazing

supportive.

and we enjoyed seeing all
the different costumes. We

Donations to the

were so thrilled by the

Harvest Foodbank

generous donations and we

appeal

managed to raise £429.12.

Since the coronavirus
pandemic began, food
banks in the Trussell Trust

Agora Learning Partnership
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Meryfield Community Primary School
(cont.)
Feeling Good week

point to ensure it is kept
stocked up.

As a school we
participated in ‘Just Talk’
week in November;

Friends of Meryfield

activities were planned

Christmas Cards

for children which
ranged from a themed
book read to them by
Year 6 children via
Google Classroom to
taking part in some
mindfulness activities
based on the book, "The
Boy, The Mole, The Fox
and The Horse. The
children were also
encouraged to talk
about mental health
issues via their PSHE
lessons and were shown
some clips and
PowerPoints throughout

The Friends of Meryfield
once again organised
the Christmas cards
initiative. All children
designed their own card
in their art lesson and
then these were sent off
to be made into cards,
allowing parents/carers
the opportunity to
purchase them. It was so
lovely to see the
children being so
creative and getting into
the Christmas spirit.

the week.
A wellbeing hamper
stocked with lots of
goodies has been
organised and left in the
staffroom for all staff –
the idea is simple, you
take what you need
when you’re having ‘one
of those days’ and there
is no need to ask or pay
for anything. All you
need to do is put
something useful back
into the box at some

Work together, learn together, succeed together
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The Grange Academy
International languages

this year. The staff and

day of science! Each year

day

children learnt and talked

group learnt about a different

about the importance of

science topic, ensuring that

On the 24th September it

mental health and the 5

everybody had thoroughly

was International

ways to wellbeing. The

covered the learning that

Languages Day at The

children (and staff) looked

they may have missed over

Grange. Pupils came to

glorious in their yellow

the summer term. It was a

school dressed

outfits; the playground

great success and a

representing a country of

looked inhabited by bees

wonderful opportunity for

their choice. This included

and sunflowers. The

the children to be thoroughly

flag colours, hair

sunshine colour certainly

immersed in science.

accessories, and hats.

increased the feeling of

Pizza hats to represent Italy

positivity in school.

In Year 6, children used

were a favourite! Pupils

Sycamore class were the

electrical equipment to make

had the chance to share the

lucky winners of the 'Hello

complete circuits before

reasons for their choice as

Yellow Quiz' and their prize

learning how to draw

well as their existing

was an amazing 'emoji'

accurate circuit diagrams

Headteacher:

knowledge of the country.

cake baked by Mrs Curd's

with the correct symbols.

Amanda Hopwood

Teachers across the school

fair hands. A virtual raffle of

They then had fun

taught lessons that

all the yellow prizes took

investigating whether a bulb

increased pupils’

place at the end of the day

would be as effective if it was

knowledge of language and

on 'Teams' - you could hear

positioned a long way from

culture of a particular

the squeals of excitement

the light switch by testing the

country. Lessons

up and down the corridors

effect of the length of wires

incorporated speaking and

as the names were drawn.

on the brightness of a bulb.

listening, writing and art

£314 was raised for the

All adults and children

activities; there are some

charity YOUNGMiNDS. We

enjoyed a very practical day

fabulous displays

know it will really help

of science!

showcasing the children’s

young people at a very

work outside classrooms.

challenging time indeed.

The Grange Academy
Sparhawke
Letchworth Garden City
SG6 4PY

www.grange.herts.sch.uk

Learning for life

Virtual tour:
https://grange-juniorschoolherts.primarysite.media/

Year 5 loved learning all
about their teeth and the
different jobs they do especially as they got to bite
into apples and sweets to see
their imprint. In the
afternoon, they learned lots
about the digestive system
and how their food travels
from their mouth to the ...
toilet!
Year 4 spent the day learning
about plants. They started by

Hello Yellow day

Science Day

identifying and naming the
different parts of a plant and

‘Hello Yellow' day at The

On Monday 19 October,

then had fun learning about

Grange Academy was

every child at The Grange

how water travels through

another roaring success

Academy enjoyed a whole

plants by dyeing the plants

th

with different colours.

Agora Learning Partnership
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The Grange Academy (cont.)
Year 3 thoroughly enjoyed

abolition of slavery as well as

learning about how animals

creating some lovely

change as they grow. They

Caribbean queen collages.

Remembrance Day
Pupils at The Grange

created life cycles of a frog

commemorated Armistice

and a butterfly and they were

Day on Wednesday 11th

surprised how amphibians

November. The children

lose their tail as they

listened to an assembly

transition from a tadpole with

talking about the

legs to a frog!

significance of the
Remembrance and
remembering those who
have fought and fallen in
war; the children then held

Livestreaming

a minute’s silence at 11am.
Each year group also

The Grange are now live

created their own

and ready for action with

commemorative poppy

livestreaming lessons. The

wreaths symbolising each

staff have been busy

of the four poppies:

training and practising with

Year 3: The black poppy

the children using Google

commemorates the

Classroom alongside

contributions of African and

October was Black History

Google Meet in the

Caribbean communities to

Month and throughout

eventuality we have

the war effort as service

lessons, teachers taught the

children isolating or

men and women and as

pupils about Black History.

bubbles sent home. The

civilians.

As part of the month, year 3

technology has already

Year 4: The purple poppy is

learnt about Nelson Mandela,

been delivered in two year

often worn to remember

Rosa Parks, Mary Seacole and

groups with children

animals that have been

Martin Luther King. They

learning alongside those in

victims of war.

made printing blocks of their

school. The pupils were

Year 5: The red poppy

images using the relief or

able to speak with the class

(most often the most

impressed methods. Year 4

teaching assistants through

recognisable) is a symbol

looked at the artist Chris Ofili,

live chat which meant they

for both remembrance and

the poet Benjamin Zephaniah

could take part in the same

hope for a peaceful future.

and the musicians Bob

discussions happening in

Year 6: The white poppy is

Marley, Stormzy and Ella

the classroom. When

worn as a symbol for peace

Fitzgerald. Year 5 looked at

talking about the

and a challenge to attempts

the life of Harriet Tubman -

livestream, one pupil said: “I

to glamorise or celebrate

an American abolitionist and

found it a lot easier than

war.

political activist. Born into

the last lockdown as I could

The poppy wreaths will be

slavery, Tubman escaped and

hear the lesson and follow

displayed in the main

subsequently made some 13

along with everyone in

school corridor as a symbol

missions to rescue enslaved

school.”

of our children’s

Black history month

people, using the safe houses

understanding and

known as the Underground

commemoration of

Railroad. Year 6 looked at

remembrance.

the Windrush generation,
Marcus Rashford and the

Work together, learn together, succeed together
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Oxhey Wood Primary School
A fantastic start to the
new school year at
Oxhey Wood!

contact from the class

support their readiness for

teachers. Early Years have

secondary school and to

settled into their new

develop teamwork and

routines brilliantly and have

leadership skills.

The term started with an

enjoyed their outdoor

INSET day where all staff

spaces. Year 1 have been

came together in a COVID

following the Early Years

safe way to reaffirm our

curriculum this term and

school ethos and to make

have enjoyed being

sure we had clear plans and

paleontologists, exploring

understanding for the

fossils and exploring

Oxhey Wood Primary

changes needed to ensure

outdoors as part of their

School

we were as COVID safe as

Dinosaur topic.

Oxhey Drive
South Oxhey

possible. Teachers spent
further time finalising our
blended curriculum for this

Watford

school year alongside plans

WD19 7SL

for remote learning.
Although we normally have

Headteacher:
Jenny Morley

Although we had been

exciting fundraising events

open throughout lockdown

we have had to adapt to the

for some children, we
planned the start of term

oxheywood.herts.sch.uk

very carefully as a ‘soft
start’ to support all children

Ready, respect, safe

on their return to school.
Activities were planned so
that the children could

@WoodOxhey

build positive relationships
with the staff in their class
as well as their friends. The
adjustments we have made
to ensure our risk
assessment for COVID is
followed has been
embraced by staff, children
and parents.
Our creative curriculum has
always motivated our
children to learn and this
term has been no different.
Even when children have
had to spend time at home
self-isolating they have
been included in the week’s
learning through Google
Classrooms and regular

Year 2 have enjoyed a

current situation. Over the

Street Detective project and

summer holidays staff,

this term are learning all

parents and children ran a

about the Great Fire of

‘marathon’ and we raised

London. Year 3 /4 have

over £2000! More recently

recently enjoyed a Roman

we held a COVID safe,

Day linked to their topic

socially distanced trick or

and had a fantastic time

treat event in school just

dressing up as Romans, re-

before the half term break

enacting a Roman battle

with comments from

scene, making Roman

children such as ‘best day

cookies and clay pots. It

ever!’

really brought their learning
to life! Year 5 have made
some amazing Ancient
Egyptian sarcophaguses as
part of their learning and
this half term have been
researching Spain and
comparing it to the UK. As
part of their science
learning Year 6 dissected a
heart and all children were
fully involved. They have
started the Making My

Our first term has been
different but the children
have shown great resilience
and they have worked hard
and settled back into
school brilliantly - this has
been supported by the
great support of parents
and the continued
determination and fantastic
team effort from all of our
staff team.

Footprint programme to

Agora Learning Partnership
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Wilbury Junior School
This autumn term has been

The children in year 3 have

Black History Month

a rather different start to

been learning about the

We used our English and Art

the academic year at

Egyptians and have been

lessons to mark Black

Wilbury but we have

archaeologists investigating

History month in school.

nevertheless been busy in

Egyptian Poo!

The whole school read and

our learning bubbles;

produced work on the book

focussing on our learning

‘Coming to England’ by

and getting used to our

Floella Benjamin. We also

new Covid-safe ways of

had an art competition

working.

which took inspiration from
a range of black artists.

Curriculum
All the year groups have

Remembrance Poppies

been busy with their

To mark Remembrance Day

creative curriculum

Hello Yellow Day

each child in the school

learning.

On the 9th of October, to

decorated a poppy and

raise awareness of World
Year 6 have been learning

these were sent over to our

Mental Health day, the

about South America and

local church to brighten up

children all came to school

have hand sewn, highly

the walls. In classes we

dressed in yellow or their

decorated carnival masks.

each had one or two

very brightest clothes. We

English lessons with a

had selfie booths set up

theme of remembrance. We

around the school and all

wrote letters, poems and

the children had their

made radio adverts.

photographs taken.

Year 5 are learning about
the Edwardians and
Victorians and even had a
Victorian tea party.

Staff Uniform

Year 4’s topic this term is
Vikings and they have made
some fantastic shields and
long boats.

We have a new staff uniform.

Google Classroom

All staff have been provided

All the staff and children have

with smart grey hoodies to

been learning how to use

wear when teaching PE.

Google Classroom. The

Many staff have also chosen

children have all logged on in

to purchase more uniform

school and are learning how

to wear each day – they are

to access this at home. The

especially useful when the

teachers have been doing

classrooms are a little

lots of training to develop

colder with the windows

their own skills.

open!

Work together, learn together, succeed together

Wilbury Junior School
Bedford Road
Letchworth Garden City SG6
4DU
Headteacher:
Chelsea Atkins
wilbury.herts.sch.uk
Together, believe, achieve,
shine
Virtual Tour:
https://www.wilbury.herts
.sch.uk/school-tour/
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Wilbury Junior School (cont.)
Each morning we hold

In class we have been

Unfortunately this has

our staff briefing on

combining music with

been unable to continue

Google meet and the

exercise and have been

in the current

children had their first

using woggles to move to

circumstances so our

virtual assembly last week!

the beat of different

pledge board has been

music.

developed to celebrate
our children’s talents
outside of school. Each
week the children send in
photographs of their
achievements and these
are shared in assemblies

Weekly Raffles

and displayed on the

Each week the children

board.

who complete their home
learning have the

Wrap-around Care

opportunity to gain a

At the start of this

raffle ticket for our

academic year we

reading raffle and Times

increased our wrap-

Table Rockstars raffle.

around care facilities in

Each week one winner

school. Alongside our

can choose a reading

breakfast club we now run

book prize and TTRS

an after school club from

Children in Need

merchandise.

our ‘home from home’

On Friday the school

club room. This wrap-

celebrated Children in

around care has been able

Need day. The school

to support our working

council chose to have a

parents and also some of

PJ and onesie day. All the

our disadvantaged

children and staff came to

children – providing a

school in their PJ’s and

space and opportunity to

donated money for the

complete homework with

appeal.

adult support and learn
valuable social skills.
Music
To help broaden the

Agora Pledge

children’s knowledge of

Last year we worked hard

music we have been

to cover all aspects of the

looking at a different

Trust pledge in school

genre of music each

with theatre visits, school

week. We have learnt

residentials, and sporting

about Mongolian throat

competitions.

music, Opera, Afrobeats
and Punk.

Agora Learning Partnership
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The Orchard Primary School
It’s been an unusual start to

problems and it is lovely to

been taking part. Our Year 3

the academic year at

see so many smiling faces

children have enjoyed

Orchard however, it’s not

coming in and throughout

being academically and

stopped us being

the school day. The

creatively fit for life by

academically, creatively and

children really are happy to

programming roamers to

physically fit for life.

be back in class and

move in computing whilst

enjoying their learning!

our Year 4 children have

EYFS

Year 1 have been making

been creatively fit for life by

All the EYFS children have

the most of the weather

sewing rainforest frogs! In

now started and settled into

and have been learning

Year 5 our children have

their new classes. The

outside wherever possible,

been academically fit for

School

Nursery children have

using the year one outside

life by writing a myth and

Gammons Lane

enjoyed learning about the

space as well as other

both our Year 5 and 6

‘Dear Zoo’ story and

spaces around school. Year

children have been using

painting animals. In

2 have also been busy

double sided counters in

Reception the children have

outside and helped Mrs

maths to learn about

also been working very

Divall plant a variety of

negative numbers.

hard, exploring the story

bulbs in the garden area.

‘The Gruffalo’ and making

They are very excited for

the characters from the

spring to see what they

story. Both classes have

have planted.

The Orchard Primary

Watford
WD24 5JW
Headteacher:
Paul Sutton
www.orchard.herts.sch.uk

done very well adjusting to

@OrchardPrimary

their new routine and
getting to know each other,
we look forward to seeing

Physically : Creatively :

what the rest of the year

Academically fit for life

brings!

Virtual tour:

Year 6 Bikeability

https://www.orchard.herts.

A number of Year 6 children

sch.uk/parents/admissions

took part in the Level

Key stage 2
Key Stage 2 children are
thoroughly enjoying being
back at school and have
adapted incredibly well to
all the changes. They have
been showing how

Key stage 1

academically, creatively and

KS1 have settled well into

physically fit for life they

the new routines and

are since being back at

expectations of each

school. They have all been

school day. The staggered

going out completing the

start and finish times now

daily mile each day or

seem to be working well

completing a fitness activity

after a few teething

within their classrooms and
even the teachers have

Work together, learn together, succeed together

2 Bikeability course,
provided by Hertfordshire
cycle club. The children
had to make good and
frequent observations,
choose and maintain the
most suitable riding
positions, communicate
intentions clearly to others
as well as understanding
priorities on the road,
particularly at junctions. We
are really proud of the
children and how they
tackled targets when out on
the road, even when out in

/
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The Orchard Primary School (cont.)
the rain and we have had

thoroughly enjoyed the

Year 4 Virtual Tri Golf.

excellent feedback from the

journey on the coach! On

We transformed the KS2

instructors.

arrival, as they entered the

playground with 156 cones

gates, they were

to create 8 events for our

transported back in time to

Year 4s to compete in their

the Stone Age. Activities

virtual Tri Golf challenge.

included fire-lighting and

Each class entered 3 teams

flint knapping displays,

of 10 to compete in 4

prehistoric den building in

events, Bullseye, Grand

the woodland, hunting and

National, Tunnel Ball and

gathering, trading for

Zone Ball.

Reading passports
We have successfully
restarted our reading
passport scheme. The
children have been

materials using their Maths
skills and soup making

Year 3 Introductory

using vegetables and herbs.

Netball Workshop
We held our second sports

thoroughly enjoying

Maths challenge

reading our 100 books at

Last year, our Year 5

introduction to netball

children took part in the

workshop for our Year 3

maths challenge and placed

classes. The children were

an impressive 1st! They

able to receive high quality

were then invited to the

netball coaching. They

final to compete against the

learnt the 3 netball passes,

other winners of their heats

and the principle of pass

but unfortunately it was

and move. The session

cancelled due to school

ended in small sided games

closures. The children, now

of 4 v 4.

home and we have already
had lots of pictures of the
books being shared with
mums and dads. We have
certificates and medals
ready for all the children as
they work their way
through the 100 books
chosen by all the schools in
the MAT.

event of the year, an

in Year 6, took part in the
final! They had two pre-

Year 5 Play Leader

rounds to complete first: a

Training

memory round and a

We again welcomed the

problem solving round,

School Sports Partnership,

scoring maximum points.

to train 5DH in the skills

Despite the event taking

needed to run break time

place virtually, the children

games for our younger

were just as nervous as they

children, or in the current

were in the heats but

climate, their classmates.

worked excellently as a
group in the three rounds:
two general knowledge
rounds and an estimation

Year 3 trip to Celtic

round. They scored
brilliantly, scoring 242 out

Harmony

of a possible 300, placing

Year 3 had the wonderful

them 5th overall!

opportunity to visit Celtic
Harmony Camp. They were
extremely excited and

Agora Learning Partnership
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Warren Dell Primary School
A fantastic start to
the school year!

fundraising events

ones. Through Making

haven’t been able to

My Footprint year 6 are

happen we have a

currently completing a

Warren Dell started the

wishing well that is filling

first aid course.

term sharing the

with coins and our

importance of looking

Halloween COVID safe,

after our own and our

trick or treat was a fun

community’s mental

and positive end to half

health and how we can

term with Carol, our site

work together to

manager, decorating the

support this. Teachers

whole of school until

Year 1 had a great start

developed their

late on the Thursday

to the term investigating

understanding of Google

evening.

old and new toys and

Warren Dell Primary
School Gosforth Lane

classrooms and worked

this half term they have

together to ensure our

made fossils and have

curriculum was planned

been finding out which

to cover gaps in learning
due to lockdown and to
move learning forward
through our blended
curriculum. The first
week back was planned
carefully for the children
as they were
reintroduced to routines
in school and lots of
exciting activities
enabled children to build
positive relationships
with their class team adults and children.

Anti-bullying week
focused on respecting
differences and children

dinosaurs were
herbivores or carnivores.

wore odd socks to

As part of their London

school to recognise this.

Burning topic this half

During the week Early

term the children in Year

Years children read the

2 have designed and

story of The Rainbow

made their own houses

Fish and thought about

to produce their own

what being a good friend

Pudding Lane. Year 3

is. Across school all

dressed up and had fun

classes focused on

during an Ancient

keeping themselves safe

Greece day as part of

online and what

their Greek Odyssey

cyberbullying is.

topic.

Year 6 enjoyed an Anne
Frank workshop which
We welcomed new

also supported their

families, mainly to Early

topic of a Child’s War,

Years, but some across

they also took part in a

the school and through

theme day and re-

our transition planning

enacted an air raid and

and buddy system for

wrote the most amazing

older children they have

letters home as if they

settled well into our

were a member of the

Warren Dell family.

armed forces writing

Although our normal

home to their loved

Work together, learn together, succeed together

South Oxhey
Watford
WD19 7UZ
Headteacher:
Jenny Morley
www.warrendellprimary.co
.uk
@WarrenDellPrim
Together everyone
achieves more
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Warren Dell Primary School (cont.)
Outdoor learning

apply previous learning
from their topic Coastal

Each half term a

Adventures in KS1. The

different class takes part

Ancient Egyptian art

in an outdoor learning

work completed by Year

session; children learn

5 has been phenomenal.

how to look after the
environment and make
bug hotels and explore
the outdoors. The
children are inspired by
the topic learning and
their retention of
learning is fantastic. Year
4 are currently learning
about Spain and
comparing this to the
UK- the children have
been able to recall and

Together everyone achieves more
We are proud of our
community spirit and
this term has seen this
continue to grow. Our
families, children and
staff continue to work
together to ensure our
children grow and thrive.
Our staff team have kept
smiling throughout the
term and their
determination and
commitment has meant
the learning and pastoral
support for our children
has been brilliant!

Agora Learning Partnership
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Bromet Primary School
The return to school after

way of collecting donations

lockdown has been going

for Harvest. The Red House

well at Bromet.

Trust in Bushey were
extremely grateful.

The children have been
busy and have enjoyed

We received a lovely email

reactivating old skills and

from Melvyn Roberts,

developing new learning

Foodbank Project Manager

On the last day of the first

already.

for Red House Trust:

half term we held a

“Please thank staff, parents
We have thought in great

wellbeing afternoon for the

and children for their

detail about our wellbeing

children. In Kingfisher Class

generosity. The donations

and mental health and took

the children made their

from the school will be

part in Hello Yellow in

own jigsaw puzzles and

used to meet the needs of

recognition of World

Nightingale Class created

single people and families

Mental Health Day on 9th

scenes to go with the plays

(large and small) within the

October. The money raised

they had written.

local community. Once

was over £260.

again, my sincere thanks for
the kindness of those at

Bromet Primary School
Oxhey Road
Watford
WD19 4SG
Headteacher:
Maria Pace
www.bromet.herts.sch.uk

Bromet School.”
@BrometPrimary

Excellence, enjoyment and
achievement for all
We have also worn our
pyjamas for Children in

Virtual tour:

Need and odd socks to

https://www.bromet.herts.

support the Anti bullying

sch.uk/virtual-tour/

Alliance; each raising
money for worthwhile
causes.
Year 6 was lucky enough to
have a visit from our Mayor
- Peter Taylor. They are
learning about local
government and parliament
in History. He also took the
time to read the letters they
had written which
contained ideas for
improving Watford.

Parents continue to support
the school and local
community and this term
we found a COVID friendly

Work together, learn together, succeed together
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Bromet Primary School (cont.)
The return to school

Science and Exercise

continued after half-term
with the recovery curriculum
in full swing. Children have
been taking part in a broad
and balanced curriculum and
are enthusiastic about all of
their learning. Here are just a
few examples:
Black History and
Remembrance.

As you can see, here at
Bromet, we have already
been extremely busy and
we continue to share our
learning with each other
using Google to enable us
all to have class to class
and whole school
assemblies.
We have also found an
innovative way of showing
prospective families around
our school by recording a
virtual tour.
Why not take a look:
https://www.bromet.herts.s
ch.uk/virtual-tour/
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Christmas Card Competition

Agora Learning
Partnership
The Orchard Primary
School, Gammons Lane,
Watford, WD24 5JW

We were delighted to

We congratulate our three

Lilly, The Orchard Primary

receive many excellent

winners:

School

Jude, The Orchard

Their designs can be seen

Primary school, Nursery

below.

designs for our second
Christmas card

Phone

competition – thank you

01438 844824

to all our entrants.
info@agoralearning.co.uk

Ahhna, Bromet Primary
School

https://agoralearning.co.uk/

@Agora_LP

Work together, learn together, succeed together

Work together, learn together, succeed together

